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I. Introduction

Project management decision-makers rely on their own professionalism, critical thinking skills, experience, and subjective awareness of the generalized presentation of information, particularly concerning project management outcomes, which is facilitated through data visualization.

II. Literature Review

The digitization of various aspects of enterprise operations, particularly in the realm of project management, involves the creation of visualizations based on project data. A project, defined as a temporary endeavor aimed at producing a unique product, service, or outcome, serves as a means to directly or indirectly achieve the organization's strategic objectives [8]. According to the official state portal that registers social and economic development projects in state financed by international project organizations [7], the funding for projects in the design domain constitutes 10.88% (pertaining to design and insurance activities) of the overall volume. These projects focus on enhancing project-related activities within business entities, implementing solutions and technologies in the broader project sphere, encompassing both the general project field and the FinTech sector. Project developments within the design sphere align with the Strategy for the Development of Design Sector until 2025 [2], which outlines five strategic directions: project stability, macroeconomic development, project inclusivity, project market development, and innovative advancement. Under the innovative development direction, the development of the digital economy is emphasized, with metrics encompassing the advancement and utilization of cloud technologies, IT infrastructure development, and the proliferation of paperless technologies.

Project management entails the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and methods to project activities to meet defined requirements, necessitating effective process governance [8]. Modern project management principles [6], shown in Fig. 1, emphasize strategic project management, aligning with the broader strategic business goals. Project management is perceived as a business process, within which responsible individuals make crucial business decisions.
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From an expert perspective, project management enables the creation of desired business advantages and enhances business value. Consequently, priority is given to projects that offer enduring benefits to the economic entity, with their managers executing strategic tasks that drive sustainable competitive advantage and foster growth in project performance indicators. In this context, project management transforms into a strategic competency for decision-makers, integral to their career progression, rather than a standalone milestone.

The execution of projects by business entities within the project domain constitutes a key phase in implementing their development strategies, comprising various business processes of differing durations.

Project progress in the project domain hinges on the effective execution of assigned tasks by project implementers. Among the primary tasks in project management [1] are project integration management, project scope management, project time management, project cost management, project quality management, project resource management, communication management, and project risk management. Project management encompasses methods for budget management, task sequencing, stage breakdown, and more. The project management process necessitates meticulous planning and monitoring, entailing a comprehensive understanding of all participants and the tasks they're responsible for.

The classification of processes within the project management system, according to the British standard Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide) [8], is depicted in Fig. 2.
Establishing this interconnected process system underscores the integral role of the project component in each, with project indicators indicating feasibility, effectiveness, initiation, planning, and control of the ultimate outcome. Consequently, financial considerations emerge as a crucial criterion for evaluating the management effectiveness of projects within the project domain and other areas.

Efficiently coordinating the timely execution of numerous project tasks in the project domain demands significant resource allocation. Hence, in the context of the digital economy, employing tools that facilitate effective visualization and subsequent organization of tasks within the project activity sphere of a business entity has become pertinent.

The literature delves into the fundamental context and significance of GABP neural network recognition technology, highlighting its burgeoning research applications in relevant fields [10]. It elucidates both domestic and international trends in research applications, centering on systems like LPR and their real-world development trajectories in related domains. The primary focus of the literature centers on a detection model founded upon the integrated gray-scale GABP neural network model [11]. A comprehensive exploration ensues, encompassing aspects such as edge localization through electronic algorithms within gray-scale contextual images, wavelet transform detection techniques, color image segmentation algorithms, analysis of texture-based gray-scale object images, and modern mathematical image morphology-based edge detection algorithms. Notably, the pivotal experimentation in this study employs the Roberts edge detection operator algorithm, directly applied to grayscale image edge detection [12].

Detailed insights into the software experimental environment are provided, encompassing the experimental software platform, processor, installation package, memory specifications, software runner, operating system, and the requisite software platform for the experiment. Through software examples and videos, the paper methodically elucidates the software's specific process and application procedure for the system experiment [9].

Drawing from the operational requisites of local taxation agencies within a specific city, the literature sequentially designs and scrutinizes the business process of the city’s local taxation departments, followed by an analysis of business functions within the devised management system that cater to actual demands [5]. Employing both the company’s technological assets and national key construction project management expertise as a research foundation, the literature synthesizes business requirements, research outcomes, and analytical findings into a comprehensive system design [2].
technologies facilitate experimentation on the core modules of the entire system. The resulting test outcomes affirm the alignment of the designed national key project management system with current enterprise needs, characterized by its systematic nature, robust performance, intuitive interface, and operational convenience [1].

Data visualization encompasses the graphical representation of information, serving both to interpret and discern data essence, as well as facilitate communication [4]. Visualizations of design data not only allow for an analysis of design indicators but also provide a holistic depiction of the enterprise’s design status. This aids in comprehending the situation and guiding further management actions. In essence, visualizations assist in identifying critical junctures within dynamically evolving project tasks within the project domain.

III. The Purpose of the Article

The aim of this article is to empirically implement approaches to project management within the project context using tools for visualizing project data.

VI. Presentation of the Main Material

Visual project management extends beyond the conventional task list, offering an organized approach to project execution and oversight [3]. This methodology leverages visual representation to communicate project progress across various dimensions. Visual project management encompasses showcasing ongoing tasks, target completion dates, pivotal milestones, and other relevant project aspects.

In project management, the planning processes serve to establish the project’s overall scope, define objectives, sequence activities, devise a project plan, and generate implementation-related documentation [8]. These documents comprehensively detail content, timelines, resources, and other pertinent facets.

A prominent technique for visualizing project processes is the Gantt chart [3]. This tool visualizes project stages, outlining the scheduled sequence of individual tasks and their respective timeframes. Chronologically breaking down the project facilitates effective allocation by decision-makers, enabling them to discern relationships among all components involved in the management process. The Gantt chart, resembling a visual bar chart, provides insights into task initiation, duration, and completion percentage. Through project data visualization, resource management, budget tracking, error monitoring, quick navigation, and adaptability to project changes are facilitated.

Fig. 3 depicts the visualization of project stages within the project area, targeting the implementation of project leasing operations within a business entity. This visual representation allows for monitoring project tasks concerning involved specialists and their work schedules.

![Fig. 3: Visualization of the Work Planning Results for the “Implementation of Project Leasing Operations in the Enterprise” Project in the Microsoft Project Environment (Fragment)](image)

Within the project management framework, the manager conducts an analysis of resource expenditure for project implementation, evaluates the implications of risk exposure, and considers associated costs (such as enhancing working conditions, personnel training related to business processes, etc.). Tracking the project’s progress within the project domain, including the interdependencies among tasks, and their advancement, is facilitated through the use of a visual tool known as the “Gantt Chart” (Fig. 4). This visualization is accompanied by an explanatory table presenting task names, durations, and implementation deadlines.
The group of monitoring and control processes within the project management system encompasses essential activities for tracking, analysis, and coordination of project progress and execution [8].

The effectiveness of project implementation is gauged by the extent to which set goals are achieved and business tasks are resolved, alongside adherence to established budgets and deadlines.

The outcomes of project implementation yield both internal and external benefits for the business entity. Internally, project indicators such as resource cost levels, professional growth of project participants, and more are evaluated. Externally, benefits are measured in terms of capital investments in the project and the degree to which planned objectives are realized.

An approach for evaluating project performance involves the use of a Balanced Scorecard (BSC), a framework that identifies key indicators influenced by project outcomes. It quantitatively assesses changes in these indicators, establishing checkpoints at various project management stages to evaluate and compare actual values with planned ones. A strategic map provides a graphical representation of the Balanced Scorecard.

Note the tasks in red are along the critical path and tasks in blue are non-critical. Looking closer we see that some activities, such as Grade Site and Set Foundations, are performed in parallel. Others, such as Lay Control Cable and Remove Equipment are in a strict series relationship. We want a better understanding of task relationships, so we can coordinate activities, particularly those performed in parallel. A network diagram will help us focus in on the activity relationships. To display a network diagram of the schedule select the Task tab, View ribbon group, Gantt chart drop down menu, and Network Diagram, Figure 5-7.

![Network Diagram](link-to-network-diagram)

**Fig. 4:** Fragment of the “Gantt Chart” Visual Histogram for the Project on Implementing Project Leasing Operations in the Company’s Activities (Microsoft Project Environment)

**Fig. 5:** A Network Diagram of the Schedule Select the Task Tab, View Ribbon Group, Gantt Chart Drop Down Menu, and Network Diagram
Note the nodes that are not connected are summary tasks. Because these nodes are not providing any useful information let’s remove them from our network diagram. To do this select the Format tab, Format ribbon group, and Layout, Figure 7.

In the resulting Layout diagram toggle off “Show summary tasks”, Figure 8.
Task nodes are rectangular in shape. Critical tasks are in red and non-critical are blue. Each task node provides the task name, start, finish, duration, resources, and ID. This is probably more information than we need and it makes distinguishing any task node information near impossible or difficult to read when the entire schedule network is displayed, as in Figure 8. Let’s simplify the node details using the Layout dialog, Figure 9. In the Layout dialog toggle on ‘Hide all fields except ID’. Now we can clearly see the entire schedule network and associated IDs, Figure 10.

![Fig. 10: Hide all fields except ID']

We also know that if we want more information on a network node we simply toggle off ‘Hide all fields except ID’. With only the ID displayed as in Figure 10 we can easily see the entire network in a way that provides useful insight. The node (task) predecessor and successor is apparent for each node. The critical path is clearly visible. We can also distinguish the nodes or tasks performed in parallel and/or series. Effective project management necessitates the utilization of business intelligence (BI) to evaluate project metrics. BI is employed to ascertain and validate decisions related to meeting needs and achieving project goals. During project initiation, funding considerations demand significant attention, while upon completion, the focus shifts to evaluating implementation effectiveness.

Project indicators enable the assessment of individual management decisions and the overall project performance. Monitoring key performance indicators (KPIs) for the project is facilitated through a dashboard, an information panel displaying essential indicators through visualizations such as graphs, tables, and diagrams. The neural model comprises an external bias, which, depending on its positivity or negativity, augments or diminishes the network output upon activation of the activation function. Neuron K can be described using two equations, denoted as (1) and (2):

\[ u_k = \sum_{j=0}^{m} w_{kj} x_j \]  
\[ y_k = \phi(u_k + b_k) \]

The role of the threshold is to affine the output of the linear combiner within the model:

\[ u_k = u_k + b_k \]

Bias represents an external parameter of artificial neuron K. The same relationship can be obtained by combining formula (2) and formula (3) as follows:

\[ u_k = \sum_{j=0}^{m} w_{kj} x_j \]  
\[ y_k = \phi(u_k) \]

Where the activation function is represented by.

\[ \phi(v) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } v \geq 0 \\
0, & \text{if } v < 0 
\end{cases} \]

This represents the step function. The corresponding output in this scenario is given by:

\[ y_k = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } v \geq 0 \\
0, & \text{if } v < 0 
\end{cases} \]

Another activation function can be represented as.

\[ \phi(v) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } v \geq 0 \\
1 + v, & \text{if } -1 < v < 1 \\
0, & \text{if } v \leq -1 
\end{cases} \]

Commonly used nonlinear functions are S function and radial basis function as shown in Figure 11.
V. Conclusion

The established visual presentation designed for monitoring individual business tasks' execution within the project area can be effectively implemented within the MS Project environment. The visualization of data, in the form of a Gantt chart, enables the assessment of project stages from the perspective of allocated resources, their costs, work schedules, and task deadlines. The success of project implementation is gauged by the performance indicators of the business entity. Hence, the visualization of design data through modern VI tools, which yield operational metrics crucial for decision-making, remains pertinent. The project data analysis dashboard consists of visualizations aligned with a specific set of parameters. The assortment of infographics varies based on the significance of indicators and their relevance to decision-makers.

Analytical data are presented through tables, charts, arrow indicators, and other visualization formats, resulting from the grouping and aggregation of raw data. Dashboards facilitate the application of sorting tools and filters at different indicator levels, enabling the creation of calculated fields. In this manner, data visualization in project management within the design domain lays the groundwork for the formulation and adoption of operational management decisions. Future research endeavors will focus on visualizing project metrics derived from the balanced scorecard analysis system of project indicators.
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